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Summary 

Light, particularly in the form of 
. evanescent waves, can be employed to 
accelerate charged particles. Since the 
field strength in LASER radiation is 
expected to be of the order of 109 V /m, 
an accelerator of significantly reduced 
dimensions based upon this concept appears 
feasible. The proposed accelerator works 
on what may be defined as the time-reversed 
Smith-Purcell effect. 

This report has been submitted for publi
cation elst?where and has been issued as a 
Technical Note for early dissemination of its 
contents. As a courtesy to the intended 
,..dblisher, it should not be widely distributed 
until after the date of outside publication. 
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ELECTRON ACCELERATION BY LIGHT WA VE8 

Increased physical size, providing lonqer accelerating paths, has been 

the trend of modern acceleration design aimed at higher particle energies. 

An alternative to this approach would be the utilization of ip'eater field 

strength, if this were feasible. 

It is our aim to set forth some ideas which may lead to the realization 

of this alternative throuqh utilization of the high field strength a.ttainlilble in 

optical MASER radiation. 

The mechanism throuqh which charqed particles may be accelerated by 

light waves is related to an effect reported by Smith & Purcell.1 This 

etfect has been demonstrated to produce radiation in the visible and infrared 

region as a result of an electron travelinq near the suri'ace of a diffraction 

grating. The structure of the ip'a.tinq causes periodic motion of the charge 

induced on the surface by the movinq electroM which in turn qives rise to 

radiation of frequency -;) . This frequency 18 related to the electron 

·~·,~~··_,. -v- and the qratinq pitch 6 • Accordinq to ip'atinq manuta.cturen 

intense ra.diation sources based on this effect are now :feasible. This implies 

the existence of gratings of sutficient tl.atness, controlled ip'atinq spooinq 

and qroove goometey to permit an electron beam to pus within JnB.100 1/2 
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the grating pitch over a reasonably extended grating comprisinq 50, 000 

grooves or more as reported by Smith & Purcell. 
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Now imagine the process reported by Smith & Purcell to occur in reverse. 

Light is incident upon the qra.ting surface, and the electric field of the li¢t 

wave will accelerate the electron. Since an electric field strength of 

109 V/m in the radiation from an optical MASER is feasible, the reverse 

of the Smith .. J?urcell ef1ect could be the basis for an unusually short 

accelerator. 

To complete this introductiOn, attentiOn is drawn to further considerations 

based on Tora.loo di Francias'2 ~ of the Smith-Purcell effect. ms 
theory sbo"WS tha.t the 9ra!:.inq may consist equally well o:f a dielectric matel'ial 

and explains the role played by ~ant waves in the Smith .. Purcell effect. 

Both of these concepts are more fully treated in what is to follow. 

n. Acceleration py Gen~allzed .~ Waves 

The acceleration of electrons by 11¢t waves can best be described by 

considering two conditions which must be tulfilled: (1} the phase velocity 

Y of the accelerating field must match the particle speed 'V"' where Y" (<:. 

always bolds; and (2) the electric field must have a component in the direction 

in which the particles travel. 

Without loss of generality, we consider only plane waves movinl',J panllel 

to the pa.:rtiele. 

A m<mechromatic plane wave, moWli;J in the )' direction with pbaae 

velocity V, not dependent on the Y ~ bas the form: 
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(1) 

If l s 0 one obtains the usual plane wave) f = constant and ·· 

-y; +,. but without a longitudinal component of the electric field. 

If l,. 'J' 0 one obtains a plane wave with a. transverse modulated 

amplitude .J.(x) 1111 Cd [ ( 4P-W/c.) • e" XJ • Mat.chinq of the~ 
velocity V and the particle speed 11- is possible, since .L. ) O Htisf1es 

the condition for a phase velocity lower than the \18.Cuwn velocity of ll<Jht, 

i.e. C ::> y,. c./,,.,,, Moreover, this requires the ~e beam to exist 

in the presence of matter in order to have a re:fn.ctive index "'- ? I . 

F'rom Maxwell 1s diver<.JEmcy equation follows the existence of a 

longitudinal component in the electric field. These tran.sverse m~ 
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~ waves sboW.d tlms oo able t.o ~le:m.te ele~trons. 
~ 

This was pointed out~ by K. Sl.'ll.mi:xia:· who pro~ a gu mled 
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cavity surrounded by a cylindrl.cal MASER M an accelerator. He noted l.!so, 

that his idea predicts the reverae p~ of the Cerenkov effect. This ts 

indicated by the velocity eondition .,.. w Y > c./._ and it follows mm.wdi· 

a.tely if one composes the transverse ~ pl.Me nw by two symmetcl .. 

~Y inclined ordinary pl.Me waves: 

url_ik(d.x+rz)-wt} ~[1..4.(-te.x+ri)-wi]; k·~l.c.: 
.c""'+lf.._• I 

The connection with the Cerenkov effect ts evident, since the :incUmUon £ 

of these two ord:i.naey" plane waves ts ¢ven by the MACH formula. 

III. Acceleration by Evanescent Plane Waves 

li 4. £ 0 or Y ~ ~ .._. the differential equation for the wave 

amplitude .f(x) (eq. 3 ) has an exponential solution. 

This leads t.o an evanescent wave o:f the form 
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This is the Only kind Of a plane wave With a phase velocity r Smaller 

than G even in vacuum (n ... 1). 1n other words, this seems to be the 

only way to match the speed of the light phase With that of the particle when 

IV. Means tor Producing Ewnescent Waves 

Before proceeding With the discussion o! the properties of evanescent 

waves, let us consider means for their production. 

The existence of these waves hu been predicted already by Lord Rayleigh 

in connection with Woods anomalies in grating diffraction. Under certain 

conditions the dittraction grating converts ordinary plane waves into ew.nes~ 

cent waves. Fo:r their existence, 'tis necessary to have a. waw vector /( 

smaller tlWl one of its comp:ments: k. <. ll. 2. • The law o! di:ttre.ction and 

refraction, which governs the tangential components of the wa.w vector at a 

boundary, as in Fig. l, tells us when this will happen: s;. .... 'f'='tt·~f4 ""1fo. 
( m"" diffraction order) 

~ "£. ... tt ~ 'f j I b.,rJ '? 1rt. .... ' ~ f I 1 l 
ii m = o ) ~> •/Mf (total reflection) 

if m 'f 0 ~ cf so) '" ,.._I· A (fine grating). 

This indicates that total re!lection and diffraction (not only at perlodie 

objects am not only at normal ir!cidence ( f ... o) C8.l1 convert ordinary 

plane waves into evanescent waves. The dimension of the zone near the 
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Here ~one ~ that the da.mpl.ng Umt;1th qoea to infinity, if the pbue 

velocity and With it the speed of the ~e approaches the speed of llght 

in vacuum. This is of practical import.ance since the electron must t:ra.vel 

in close proximity of the gJ:Qtinq where the amplitude of the electric field is 

not seriously damped. mmce, the d:l.f:ficul.ty of guiding the electron becomes 

less critical already when the energy is several times h:i.g'her than the rest 

v. Vectorial Pro~ of~ Wavtta 

One can consider ewnescent waves as ~ waves, hav:i.ng a complex 

The wave equa.tlon t.ells us that the real and ~ pa.rte are norm.al to 

ea.eh other, e.g. in the z and x dh-eetion, respectively. The real JlU'tis 

longer than the wave vector k 1
,. h.•411.,w/c. of &n ordinary~ waw. 

From that :follows the inequality tor the phase ;teJ.ooity 

v -w /t.1 
-.:; ~ /tt. . lt.jlt :. ~ " k.;1' <. c./ ~ 

One mm define a ~Jdng length 1" ~ 1.:rr / 11.P dasc:ribinq the au.eru ... 

lion of the ampllt.ude a.l.oDfJ the x axis. Tbis damplnq length J.11 is~ 

with the n.~ 'J,.! '= 'l. it' /a1 
and with the velocity r- 'V" .. ~·I' 

?,!/,!,.. 1/(1-J'.._)y.... j 1v1 :~-;L j (1c..•I) 
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'Ihi8 indicates t.Mt there will be essentially oo damping if one ~ 

the speed of ligbt in vacuum /!> -+ l 

The vectorial properties of Lhe e~ent waves follow from MuRll 1s 

dive:i.~y aqua.lion; that is, the longitudinal component Ezis associated 

with the transverse component EJ{ as i. k 
/ £'%. -/&. 

11 
£~ or 

l E?-/ ~ IE)(I (~/le:): /Ex.J (l-fo')'l'

Ei ~ A{ &Jcr(-!r.">e] · kp [ A{ir.'a -wt)] 

the electrons will decrease when or.e approaches the vacuum speect Of light. 

Tile siqni::ficance of this problem was po:mtea out by w. l?ano1Uy;4 

possible means of its avoidance will be the subject of a future comm:unieatkm .• 

VI. focussing; and :Rmse Stabil!!Y of the Particle Beam 

The ~ed transverse component E: x will ca.use the electron to 

deviate from the desired path or ca.use defocussinq of the electron beam. 

This is true also if one su~es two evanescent. waves with opposite 

dire<:tiorns o:f damping. This means a replacement of the ~ ampli-

tude lunction f(-:c) •-r(-t: 14) by the hyperbolle cosine c.t:111C[A."w.J .. 
For t.ma case the field lines are .shown in .Fiq. 2. There, at 'Z. -,,:t' -.1!/i 
is a loo¢Wdi.M.l saddle which can. hol1 the electron at the ~ ~of 

the wa.w and tbu8 provide acceleration. &nee Mn.well's dl~y ._.,,. 

forbids a crater but allows only saddles, one cannot provide ~ ~ 

and :foeu.s at the same time. If after a period of aceele~ the~ 
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is deviated too much towards the grating, we let it chanqe into a transverse 

saddie (at z -yt• A'). lndeed the field will have such a jump of ~/z if 

it arrives at a point above the grating where the spacing changes by half a 

period (see Fig. 2, far right). This phase jump has been demonstrated 

experimentally in the case when ordinary plane waves emerge from the 

grating. 5 

The transverse component is always greater than the longitudinal 

component of the electric field. Therefore, the distance required to re

focuss the electron, i. e. the pa.th length over which the electron rides in 

the transverse saddle, is a relatively small fraction of the grating length. 

After a short distance, another jump in the qrating will transfer the 

electron again to an accelerating saddle. Actually this proposal is nothing 

more than the implementation of Coura:nt, Livingston, and Snyder's idea of 

the alternating gradient in this type of accelerator. 

vn. Realization of Particle Acceleration PY Light Waves 

It may be somewhat premature to consider the proble:ms of practical 

realization of an accelerator based upon the ideas here set forth. However, 

their early statement may lead to timely solutions. 
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The problem of quidinq the electrons properly is certainly a delicate one. 

Since these difficulties seem to have been resolved in the ease of Smit.h

'.Purcell radiation sourees, they should not be an obstacle in the case of an 

accelerator based upon the inverse process. 
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Especially !or high speed electrons the alignment may become easier, 

since the transverse damping length /').,• of the accelerating field increases 

by a factor of /3 (I - /3>--) ~. 
The phase of the accelerating field has to be stable for the time of inter

action, which may be about 10-9 sec. for a 30 cm grating. This is feasible 

for light generated by an optical MASER. 

· Repetitive interaction with a. qra.ting by virtue of a circular path appears 

difficult to realize in terms of phase stability at optical wave length over many 

revolutions. This possibility should not be ruled out fOr Ion~ ~=- 'l'ave length. 

Selection of a suitable mode 1.or the optical MASZR is a problem which 

seems to be on the way to a solution. 

The amount of power within the illuminating beam has to be large enough 

to overcome the energy losses of the electrons due to Smith-Purcell radiation. 

Thsrefore, the power output of the LASER limits the possible electron current. 

The amount of current is also related to the question, how effectively 

the grating may convert incident ordinary plane waves into evanescent waves. 

This question has some similarities with frustrated total reflection and is 

analogue to the problem of the blaze of a qra.tinq, where it is iclended to 

convert all of the incident light into a single diffraction order. It is likely 

that a very low angle of incidence will be U1<l6t favorable, since the Smith

Purcell radiation of very fast electrons emerges ~r the moet part al009 and 

nearly parallel to the direction of electron acceleration <see Toraldo, Ref. 2). 

Thi.s also appears reasonable if one thinks in terms of transitions of momentum. 
• 
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The possible monoehro:matieity in speed AV /Y can be deduced from 

the uncertainty principle: ,o. 2.. • A le~ #'V 2. 'Ir) k.~ • % 1t /'-
1 j 

V:.1i.'·7J·~*c.. ; /1V/Y-A.1/1:t.z •/3·'-./A.,_ 
where 4 ~ denotes the pa.th len¢h alonq the ip-a.ting. lt is clear that the 

length of the accelerator is inversely proportional to the field strength to 

attain a qiven acceleration. The feasible field strength depends not only 

upon the output of the source and geometrieal confiqura.tion, but ma.y be 

limited by breakdown effects. Little is known about breakdown effects at 

optical frequencies, and a.a A. L. Schawlow pointed out. this problem may 

here be of signifieance. 

Relating to the question of the vanishing field Ez when /1 ~ I it can 

be stated that this is true in the cue of «one-side~interaction" like in 

Fiq. 3, but not in the case of tt0oth-side-interaction11 (Fig. 4). Renee the 

accelerators feasibllity extends to /S ......,. 1. 
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P1tJure l: Dlttraction and 
retraction of liqht at a plane 
surface, conta.1ninq a grating. 

Fiqure 2: The wavy 11.nes represent 
the surlacea of two transparent 
CJI'atiruJS. The electron 18 travelil:q 
alonq the Z-axis. Prom the outaide 
arrive two ordinary plane waves, 
assumed to be emitted by the same 
source. 'They are (partially) con
verted into a pair of evanescent waves. 
Straiqht lines with arrows represent 
the electric field of the waYEIS. There 1 IL. 
18 alooqt.tud1nal saddle at z - ... f .,..,.. 
which 18 suitable *>r acceleration. 
slnce it :forces the electron to 8taJ 
on th1s trawllno aaddle. But this 
Qddle bas trusvene CJ&PIS• Bence 
at z-~~ autt.ble :for 
t:ramvene • At the far li;llt 
both IJl'&tln9B haw a pbeee jump by 
half a period. Tbla aball *>rce the 
electron to change from a lonlJitudlul 
to a transvense saddle or vice wna. 
Note that the fol.k>wlntJ lneqnaliU• 
wlll hold: 

~z.~,.~~; ~~A' 
. . 
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Fiqure 3: 
"One-side~interactlon" 

(a) one prism :for producinq the 
evanescent waves. 

Fi91ll'e 4: 

.,Two-side-interaction" 

(a) the particle passes between 
two prism 

(b) between two gratinqs. Now 
Ez does not tend to zero i:f 
p approaches 1. 
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